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This is also my last issue as my time on the Leadership Committee 
comes to an end.  It has been a most enjoyable time and I will continue 
to follow the progress of modem with much interest.  I'm delighted to be 
handing over to my Leadership Committee colleague Sue Howard, who 
will be taking over as editor from the next edition.  See below my own 
thoughts on the value of being part of modem.   

 
 
 

 

 The best issue of MODEM Matters yet! 
 

Welcome to MODEM Matters No5.   
 
In this issue we hear back from Malcom Grundy, 
Director of Foundation for Church Leadership  
about the launch of modem’s new book in York as 
well as an update on FCL.  Also in this issue is a 
feature a piece by a new modem member Steve 
Hoggar who is both a Methodist minister and a company director! 

 

Anton Műller (Revd)  
Editor, MODEM Matters 
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The London book launch 
will take place on Tuesday 
23rd September 12.30pm 
At the offices CTBI, 3rd 
Floor, 2 Paris Garden. 
 
We will be hosted by the 
Revd Bob Fyffe, General 
Secretary of Churches 
Together in Britain and 
Ireland (CTBI). 
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A word from the Chairman 
The Rt. Revd. Christopher Mayfield 
 
 Some leaders and managers are people wearing fine suits, sitting in the best 
chair at the top of the table, organising a company’s or church’s business, and 
then driving away in a posh car to a nice evening out. But for most leaders and 
managers life is not so easy; we find ourselves caught up in the complexity, and 
sometimes the mess, of everyday life. And then things can get difficult. For when 
a company or church is prospering leaders and managers are popular and 
thought to be great.  But when profits fall or church congregations decrease, then 
people long for successors!  
 
Jesus of Nazareth, like the Old Testament prophets before Him, encountered much the same problem. 
As he fed and healed people, crowds hung on His every word, some chasing after Him just to touch the 
hem of His garment. But there were times when what He said was not so popular …“Turn away from 
your sins because the Kingdom of heaven is near”. The end result was that those in authority wanted to 
be rid of Him.  And then even his close colleagues and friends deserted Him!   
 
How did He respond?  He recognised that doing the right thing is not easy and can be misunderstood by 
people who think that they know one well. At one stage He threw himself face down on the ground and 
prayed “My Father, if it is possible take this cup of suffering from me”.  But, despite His anguish, He had 
the courage and strength to keep moving forward, being and doing what He thought to be in the best 
interests of the kingdom of God.  
 
Leaders and managers today, in Church, daily work and family life, are called to live and work with 
similar high intentions and experience similar difficulties. Being a leader or manager can be difficult, 
demanding, tough.   So we need to offer one another encouragement, support, shared experience, 
advice and mentoring.  If you would like help in finding - or can offer - such resources, get in touch! 
 
† Christopher, Chairman  
 
 A Tribute to Christine Russell – a member of modem 

 
The Bishop of Southwell & Nottingham has paid tribute to Christine Russell 
who spent her life supporting and campaigning for homeless and vulnerable 
people, following her death on 27th June 2008.  Christine was well-known to 
many in the voluntary sector and the Church of England. Up until her death 
she had a senior role including strategic planning and direction in the Diocese 
of Southwell & Nottingham, representing church members as Chair of the 
House of Laity. 

  
The Rt Revd George Cassidy said: “Christine made an immense contribution to the life of 
the church and also to the most vulnerable people of the City and County of Nottingham. 
She taught us all the true meaning of Christian charity as she lived out a life of love that 
not only gave practical help but would tackle difficult management choices.”  
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A word from the National Secretary 
John Nelson 
 
Thank you, Anton 
 
May I record the thanks of our Leadership Committee to the Revd Anton Muller. 
He has been a most marvellous colleague – a good leader and team-man: 
willing to take the lead and also to support the lead of others; a charming and 
engaging personality and, above all, committed to modem and what it stands 
for.  
 
I am especially indebted to him for succeeding me as Editor of MODEM Matters (MM) and, thereby, 
‘raising the bar’ as they said of Tiger Woods, (the world’s best golfer!). To dream up a strap line like: 
“The best one yet” is sheer genius – one of his many skills is to re-work the writings of others to make 
them more readable! 
 
He was formerly book reviewer for the Christian book publisher STL and did such 
a marvellous job that, although he is now leaving our Leadership Committee, I 
invited him (nay, pressed him) to become our book reviewer. To my great pleasure 
he has accepted. To my even greater pleasure, we have been successful in 
persuading Sue Howard (right), a fellow colleague, to take over MM Editor. Sue is 
a successful author in her own right and I have every confidence that she will 
maintain the high standard that Anton has set. 
 
Thank you to our East Midlands Branch 
 
May I also put on record the excellent work by our East Midlands Branch. Led by Len Simmonds and 
inspired by Norman Todd, the late Eric Forshaw and Norman Speirs, they have produced an excellent 
Occasional Paper: Metanoia and Transformation which identifies some underlying principles of Church 
organisation in the Biblical tradition as the springboard (and encouragement) for making use of relevant 
secular management experience, providing the example of the American Christian management guru, W 
Edwards Deming. This will be made available to modem members in due course. 
 
As always of course – our thanks must go to you the members.  As a modem member you believe in 
the importance of management AND leadership in ministry.  Although a few of us may have written the 
“how to”, you are ones out there doing it!  Please let us know how it’s going and do come and have your 
say at the modem Annual Meeting of Members on Tuesday 23rd September.  This will be hosted by the 
CTBI, 3rd Floor, 2 Paris Gardens and will follow our London Book Launch.  We will be welcomed by the 
head of CTBI, The Revd Bob Fyffe.  The book contributor will be Dr Tony McCaffry, a former university 
lecturer and RC theologian whose two chapters are on "Necessary vision" and "Theology- a lifelong 
quest for meaning".  Details of our other launches are below. 
  
John Nelson 
National Secretary and Publications Editor 
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Lancaster. University of Cumbria. 
September 3rd. 1900. Workshop leader 
Revd Dr Vaughan Roberts, Learning 
What Kind of Leader You Are. London. CTBI. September 

23rd.12.30. Workshop leader  
Dr Tony McCaffry, Necessary 
Vision (followed by Annual 
Meeting with Bob Fyffe of 
CTBI) 

Bristol. Bristol Business School. November 10th. 
1200.   Workshop leader Prof. Jennifer Tann, 
Needing a Change Agent? 

“It’s a lemon tree Watson” 

 
 
Pause for Thought  
The Revd Norman Todd  
 

“Evidence-based Religion” 
 
I was with two friends, both authorities in their own medical specialities.   We were 
discussing ‘evidence-based’ medicine and agreeing that it is driven partly by the accountants’ demand 
for statistical evidence of cost-effective treatment.   During a lull in the conversation I mentioned that I 
thought there should be more ‘evidence-based’ religion.   They were both taken aback by this, to them, 
an apparent contradiction in terms.   Surely religion is about faith, not evidence. 
 
Yet the New Testament writers were very concerned to provide evidence that the promises heard by the 
prophets as spoken by God had been kept in the total impact of Jesus as Messiah.   ‘Repent’, the 
essential beginning, led to a recognisable change of life-style.   ‘Bring forth works worthy of repentance’.   
The evidence of the presence and power of the Holy Spirit was in recognisable fruits (‘love, joy, peace,’ 
etc.).   The agape-love of 1 Corinthians 13 was described by evidence of its effect on conduct and 
recognisable attitudes. 

 
The past tense of all the verbs in the previous paragraph can become present tense in 
us.   Perhaps one of the problems is that we do not rigorously check up on the 
evidence (even statistical evidence) we are providing in our own lives and in the life 
and works of our Church.   ‘By their fruits ye shall know them.’ 

 
 

Annual Meeting of Members 
 
modem’s Annual Meeting of Members is timed to coincide with the London launch of 
How to Become a Creative Church Leader. Our guest speaker will be Revd Bob Fyffe, 
General Secretary of Churches Together in Britain and Ireland (CTBI). Bob has both a 
degree in Divinity and a MBA, so has much to offer modem members. 
 
Book launches 
 
Following on the launch of How to Become a Creative Church leader in York, we have planned a 
series of regional launches for the autumn. Each launch will include a workshop led by the author of one 
of the chapters from the book.  As we go to press, the following launches have been fixed. More are 
planned – check on the website (www.modem-uk.org) for details. 
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A word from Malcom Grundy 
Director of the Foundation for Church Leadership 

 
 

Successful Book Launch in York! 
 
modem’s new book ‘How to become a creative church leader’ was 
launched in York on June 19th. Clergy and lay people from York and modem members from the 
Yorkshire region and beyond gathered for a significant series of presentations, a good lunch followed by 
discussion. John Nelson described the development of the series of modem’s four books and Tim 
Harle gave a presentation from his chapter ‘Sustaining a process of change’. Also launched on the same 
occasion was a collection of essays edited by David Clarke and published by the Epworth Press called 
‘The Diaconal Church; beyond the mould of Christendom’. Malcolm Grundy has a chapter in this 
called ‘Re-forming church leadership’. The event was hosted by Malcolm Grundy and Helen Robson 
under the banner of the new consultancy partnership they have established recently called Live-Wires.. 
 

 
News from the Foundation for Church Leadership 
 
In its four years of activities Foundation for Church Leadership has been able to 
commission 15 research projects on leadership across Britain. The first projects 
have now been completed and have resulted in a series of five publications 
looking at the leadership development programmes which have been developed 
by dioceses. Each booklet is available from FCL price £7.50. See 
www.churchleadershipfoundation.org for the titles and details of how to order. 
 

The results of our research into diocesan clergy leadership programmes has shown: 
 
  

 Clergy develop their skills more confidently when they become members of an Action Learning 
set as part of the course structure. 
 Skilled mentors or facilitators are essential for the development of collaborative learning within 

these groupings. 
 Difficult congregational issues are approached best in these groups by using a method called 

Appreciative Inquiry. 
 The active involvement of senior members of a denomination in the whole process is essential. 

 
 
 
This research is being shared around the country in a series of regional consultations. The first is at 
Southwark Cathedral Conference Centre on September 3rd and the second at Ushaw College near 
Durham on September 24th. Conferences are free and places can be reserved by contacting 
helen.robson@churchleadershipfoundation.org  
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The U Detector 
The Revd Steve Hoggar 
 
What did you want to be when you grew up?  An architect, a teacher, an 
astronaut, a dinosaur hunter?  How many people achieve their childhood 
dreams and how many have their dreams, and even the ability to dream, 
systematically knocked out of them on their journey of life?  “Don’t be 
silly…grow up…you can’t do that…only brainy people…none of your 
mates…no-one from this school has…just get a job…settle down…you’ve 
got responsibilities…what about the mortgage…you’re too old…”.   
 
Families, schools and colleges, workplaces and even churches are sometimes anvils on which our 
dreams and aspirations are beaten into a shape not of our choosing so that our real selves – the ‘you’ 
inside each of us – becomes more and more hidden. Not all jobs can be exciting or even particularly 
rewarding, but sadly, for many people, a job is just a means of getting through life. How would it be if we 
could re-connect with our inner selves in such a way that what we do has new meaning and purpose? 
 
Jesus was quite clear that he came that we might have abundant life through him, and his first disciples 
discovered who they really were when they left their jobs and followed him.  Perhaps it is possible to 
leave a job without actually leaving it, by rediscovering the inner essence and re-defining the job in the 
light of that discovery. As the hymn says “Will you love the ‘you’ you hide if I but call your name?” 
 
So how do you discover the ‘you’ within?  There are of course many ways but I list five below: 
Remember what you wanted to do as a young child.  What were the things and ideas that lit you up, that 
inspired you?  It is important to go back as far as possible, before people started to tell you things were 
impossible.   
 
Conduct a ‘skills audit’ on yourself. Look for evidence, throughout your life of abilities or interests that 
you know you were good at, or that others have said you did well (beware false modesty).   
 
Think about experiences or situations where you had a sense of satisfaction, real enjoyment, brilliance 
or exhilaration.   Imagine yourself at the end of your life and say “My only regrets are…”.  This helps to 
remind you what is important to you but also gives a chance to take immediate steps to make sure you 
don’t end up saying it! 
 
Adopt an open mind. Just for a moment, assume that there are no limitations at all.  What would it be 
like, what would your life be like?  What would you do if you knew you could not fail?  Bringing all these 
exercises together, write a personal statement in no more than six words. Try to sum it all up in a phrase 
or ‘label’. This is me.  
 
Look for ways to connect that realisation with what you do.   
 
Do something about it now.  Take a pen and paper and start the process because its never too late to 
re-discover the real you – never that is, until the day it is too late.

Steve Hoggar is a Methodist minister, Owner/Managing Director of a UK based company  
and a member of modem – check out the company at www.multi-wing.co.uk
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“I know my place” 
The Frost Report 

 
And it’s goodbye from him! 
 
After nearly four years on the modem Leadership Committee it is time to 
finish.  I will remain a member of modem and continue to support its 
activities.  I believe that modem is an essential and critical resource to the 
whole church.  With the emergence of the Church Leadership Foundation 
under the skilful leadership of Malcom Grundy the two critical elements of 
management and leadership have a strong voice. 
 
Whilst it is clear to most church folk that leadership is essential there are still those who struggle with the 
term ‘management’.  I find this puzzling.  There can be no effective leadership in the church unless 
supported by biblically based management.  Some may be curious about this expression – “what do you 
mean by biblically based management?”  
 
I understand it simply in terms of “stewardship”.  Understanding what the Bible has to say about 
stewardship gives a ready made theology of management.  It also asks us to consider “What have we 
done with the resources which God has given us, not least in terms of people?” 
 
I joined modem in the context of frustration and relief.  Frustration at what seemed to me to be the 
blatant squandering of resources, both material and human, and relief that there existed a group of 
people in modem who believed that sound biblically based management in the church in all its forms 
was possible. 
 

Stewardship speaks of caring for the things we have been given, it also implies 
accountability; it requires that we can show that we have made the very best use of 
the things that have been put into our care.   Take warning from the Parable of the 
Talents; it points to the importance of courageous management and woe betide 
those who neglect the responsibility they have been given.  Management in the 
church is about responsible stewardship. 

 
My own experience of entering the church after a most enjoyable two years at Trinity College Bristol 
was…. grim!  Other clergy would pat me on the back sympathetically and say in sage-like fashion “Ah, 
that’s the ritual humiliation of clergy training.”!  It was said as if it was the norm, or perhaps it was just the 
norm in the Diocese of Canterbury at that time. 
 
Whilst working for the Church Mission Society I had studied for a Diploma in 
Management Studies and even then thought that the church could really benefit 
from this kind of training.  My background thus far had been in education and 
training of different sorts and it occurred to me back in 1996 that the issues of 
human resources development, strategic and corporate thinking, quality 
management were things very much lacking in my own experience of church.  It 
was a passion I took with me into ordained ministry – a passion that was met 
quickly with resistance.  I remember remarking that I felt I was being trained to be a 
curate!  Curates should know their place and I didn’t fit easily into the “one size fits all 
approach” to clergy training.  We were there to be “knocked into shape”… their shape.
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The Director of Training? 

Anton is moving on from his role as Spiritual Care Co-ordinator at the Eden Valley Hospice, 
Carlisle, and as Editor of MODEM Matters to take up a teaching post in Expressive Arts.  He will 
engage in local ministry as an NSM, continue as the Centerparcs chaplain in Penrith and as Padre 
and Sailing Instructor with Kendal Sea Cadets.  The views expressed in this valedictory article are 
entirely his own!  Anton may be contacted at anton.muller@btinternet.com 

 
There was no recognition of prior learning or experience and it seemed to me that rather than welcome 
the gifts that I and my fellows ordinands brought with them (all of whom were in their forties, with families 
and had been in highly skilled professional environments) these things were to be despised and tossed 
aside.   We all suffered from BO syndrome… Before Ordination!   

 
The training at the time lacked any professional credibility.  Instead of being about 
nurturing, development and enriching – it was more about cloning and assimilating.  
Yes… it’s true…. The Borg (Star Trek) are alive and well and residing in various 
diocesan clergy training programmes!  It was dis-empowering and de-skilling, it was 
patronising and bullying.   It was not a good experience. 
 
Now after nine years ordained it seems that some places have moved on.  

Through my work with modem I hear of great things, but also of the ‘not so great.’  Change happens 
slowly, but in the church, whatever denomination, it happens slower than slowly! 
 
Change doesn’t have to be like that!  Change can be instantaneous or can 
happen over a period of time.  In both cases however, it should be planned and 
be part of an overall strategy which is known about and shared by everyone in the 
organisation.  Change should not be as one church warden said to me “so slow 
that nobody notices it is happening”.   It reminds me of the announcement given 
in Ghana when it was decided to change the side of the road on which drivers 
would drive “The change will happen gradually.”!  Sometimes this is exactly how 
things seem to be in the church and then its leaders wonder why so much chaos ensues! 
 
We need courageous thinking, we need courageous leadership.  As I look at the latest raft of 
appointments I groan with dismay as the same old faces trundle pass with the same tired old stories.  
The names may change but the characters seem to stay the same, fully cloned and fully assimilated. 

 
Change happens anyway - we can manage that change with good leadership 
and we can lead that change with good management.  The greatest resource 
remains the people – I long to see a church that recognises the amazing 
resources it has in its men and women and does not bury their gifts in the sand. 
(cue the joke…why is the church like an Ostrich?!).  The squandering must stop. 
 
God has entrusted those He has commissioned to care for the human and 

material resources of the church, and they will be held accountable in that great and final divine audit.  
Fortunately help is at hand in modem’s excellent books and its highly creative people who make up its 
membership.   And so I am tentatively and nervously excited, that our newest book, “How to Become a 
Creative Church Leader”, sold out at the bookstall of the General Synod last week.  May be it’s just 
panicking buying because the Great Audit is perceived to be ‘at hand’!  Or may be, at last, there is a real 
hunger and thirst for creative church leadership and the proper management of the church’s greatest 
resource. 
 
 
Anton Műller (Revd) 
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Peter Brierley on some current church trends 
 
In 2005 the English Church Census counted people in church on an 
average Sunday.  Each church census has used the same measurement 
in order to provide comparability of data, not just over time, but between 
denominations.  Numbers attending church in the Church of England 
(except for Christmas) have declined in recent years but there are some 
positive factors which have happened since the 2005 Census.   
 
“Back to Church” Sundays are becoming increasingly popular and a 
valuable means of increasing numbers.  The Diocese of Manchester reports some 50% of those coming 
back to church staying on for at least 6 months. Likewise the increasing numbers of Fresh Expressions 
across the various denominations are seeing more people attending. 
 
Ageing congregations 
 

The long-term problem, however, is not the level of attendance but the make-up 
of that attendance, especially by age.  The problem for Anglicans (and even 
more so for Methodists and the United Reformed Church) is the percentage of 
people attending who are over 65 years of age.  The 2005 Census showed that 
35% of Anglicans are over 65 years of age.  Furthermore, this percentage is 
increasing – it was 19% in 1979, 22% in 1989 and 29% in 1998.  This has to be 
taken seriously.  Using the Census figure of 871,000 Anglicans attending church 
on a usual Sunday, 35% is 305,000 people, and if used on a larger number 
calculated by other means then an even higher number will be over 65.   

 
Also many of those coming “Back to Church” are older people.  The Government Actuary’s Department 
publish figures of the rate of mortality in what are called Life Tables.  They show that 2.7% of men aged 
65 to 74 die every year, 7.5% of men aged 75 to 84 and 19% of men aged 85 and over, with these being 
1.7%, 5.2% and 16% respectively for women.   
 
Obviously numbers will not decline if more people join the church than leave through death or 
other reasons.  Are people joining the church today?  Yes, undoubtedly they are, through Fresh 
Expressions, Alpha and other courses, being born to a churchgoing mum, and in other ways. This 
number is estimated at 1,000 new people joining the churches (across all 37,500 churches in England) 
every week.  That has to be good news – and it is!  Unfortunately the number who left the church every 
week between 1998 and 2005 was at least 3,000 every week, perhaps three-quarters of whom are 
deaths.  One step forward, 3 steps back.  This latter number is set to get much higher 20 or 25 years 
hence because of the deaths of existing churchgoers, and while the 1,000 a week coming in might 
increase, it would have to increase very substantially to overtake the numbers leaving. 
 
Dr Peter Brierley is currently a church consultant who can be contacted via peter@brierleyres.com.  He was editor of 
Religious Trends No 7, and formerly Executive Director of Christian Research, which has now merged with the Bible Society.  
The above is just one of a ten page article.  Please contact Peter if you would like to see the rest of the text.  Editor’s note:  
“It’s time for Christians to really put their energy thought and prayers into the things that really build the Kingdom on Earth – 
someone please tell the General Synod!” 
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Comment from modem patron Dr Peter Rudge  
 
"I've been dipping into it off and on; just a few essays to go. You certainly have collected an extensive range of 
contributors who have presented their various stories. They seem to be quite helpful to practitioners. They 
come from a variety of church and employment backgrounds and have had, in their training, some exposure to
theology - though that element doesn't come through as strongly as it might - seeing theology was an 
essential and distinctive part of the original emphasis. Then it was important to distinguish what we were doing 
from the secular practical tips a la America. Still, the new book leaves the way open, though somewhat 
incidentally, to the basic theological orientation. Their backgrounds make this clear." 

 

 

 

 

Thanks, Robbert! 
 
The Leadership Committee recently expressed its thanks to the two people who helped establish modem’s presence 
on the web, Alan Harpham and Robbert van Beveren. Alan is a former chair of modem  and oversaw the commercial 
and administrative arrangements, while Robbert volunteered his time and technical expertise to maintain the website. 
Some discreet questioning of modem member Susan van Beveren, revealed that Robbert is saving up for a Satnav 
system and some new software, so the Committee was delighted to send him a modest donation towards his target. 
 

You can access modem’s website at www.modem-uk.org. 

 

Have you read these other best sellers from modem? 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

A Spiritual Pilgrimage and Retreat 
For modem members to: 

Rydal Hall near Rydal Water and Grasmere 
 
    25 places available 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Monday 8th – Wednesday 10th June 2009 
For details & bookings email:  
conference@modem-uk.org 

And look at this 
fantastic offer from 
modem 

 

Click onto our 
website for details 
of our book launch 

and workshops. 

………..READ ALL ABOUT IT:  MODEM’S NEW BOOK IS SELL OUT AT GENERAL SYNOD!……

£125 Full Board!


